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About This Game

Welcome to England. Take on the role of a hitman, brought out of retirement by your former boss to help rid the streets of a
mysterious new drug known only as HYPE. Navigating the UK via the night train you are tasked with hunting down HYPE

suppliers and getting paid to drive up the street price of the drug.

Open-World Isometric action. Bleak, moody isometric graphics set the scene as you ride between endless procedurally
generated, open world levels. Explore the streets to find arms dealers, drug dealers, customers and most importantly – the target.

How far can you get? With no limit to the number of HYPE suppliers on the streets, you will take on an infinite number of
procedurally generated levels and an ever-increasing police presence to reach your targets.

Choose the right tools. With up to 6 different weapons to purchase and upgrade, and a vast array of gadgets / equipment, from
tracking devices to drones, you will have to decide how best to spend your earnings to suit your style of play.

Develop your skills. 5 years of lying on the beaches of Thailand (or was it Cambodia?) have left you feeling a bit rusty – with
multiple skills to upgrade keep taking out those targets and you will find your feet in no time.

Welcome to the HYPE Trade. With such a hot insider tip on the rising price of HYPE, why sit on it? Buy and sell the drug at
perpetually increasing prices and make some extra pocket money on the side.
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walking heavy game. walking heavy on your heels. walking cane heavy duty. walking with a heavy step. walking in heavy snow.
walking heavy oliver winters. walking shoes for heavy person. walking with a heavy backpack. walking shoes for heavy guys.
heavy rain walking controls. walking is heavy. walking heavy documentary. walking heavy a tribute to my dad. heavy walking
cane. trouble walking heavy legs. walking shoes for heavy walkers. heavy walking sound effect. walking dog breathing heavy.
heavy hands walking results. walking heavy film. walking in heavy shoes. walking around with a heavy heart. walking with
heavy pack. walk heavy footed crossword. walking during heavy periods. walking shoes for heavy weight. walking bum heavy
trash. walking dead heavy metal. heavy walking neighbors. walking heavy meaning. walking in heavy rain. walking foot sewing
machine heavy duty. walking wearing heavy backpack. walking heavy heel strike. walking with heavy hands. walking with heavy
object. walking with loud heavy steps. walking pneumonia+heavy chest. heavy walking stick. walking after heavy lunch. walking
in heavy wind. heavy hands walking workout. walking in heavy boots. walking heavy on my heels. walking and heavy lifting.
heavy walking apartment. walking heavy bag. walking heavy vice. walking heavy. walking with heavy backpack calories. heavy
walking synonym

S'gud, I like it.. S'gud, I like it.. Suprisingly fun and addictive game! And extremely underrated (edited). I have no clue how this
game is not more popular.
+ Amazing atmosphere
+ Fun gameplay
+ Sweet RPG elements
+ Masterful soundtrack
- AI is a bit lacking. Crashes every time after first mission?. Crashes every time after first mission?. The gameplay feels poor,
the level design is not good and the stealth mechanics do not pay off well.

I could not play this long enough to see if the upgrades could make it a fun game.. S'gud, I like it.
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Suprisingly fun and addictive game! And extremely underrated (edited). I have no clue how this game is not more popular.
+ Amazing atmosphere
+ Fun gameplay
+ Sweet RPG elements
+ Masterful soundtrack
- AI is a bit lacking. Fantastic little game for the price and very addictive. Felt a bit repetitive at first but the gameplay soon
evolves as you unlock lots of new weapons and gadgets and improve your skills. Recommend it.. The gameplay feels poor, the
level design is not good and the stealth mechanics do not pay off well.

I could not play this long enough to see if the upgrades could make it a fun game.. Fantastic little game for the price and very
addictive. Felt a bit repetitive at first but the gameplay soon evolves as you unlock lots of new weapons and gadgets and improve
your skills. Recommend it.. Crashes every time after first mission?
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